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Hamilton Litestat shines light on new range of toggle switch designs. 
 

Never one to rest on their laurels, Bristol-based manufacturer of decorative wiring 

accessories, Hamilton Litestat celebrates the late Autumn 2022 launch of their new range of 

toggle switch designs at Clerkenwell Design Week. 

 

Increased degrees of customisation – as standard… 
Appealing to those with a particularly keen attention to detail and desire for a high-end 

aesthetic, each new design offers a unique machined finish and form that sets them apart 

from market alternatives and indeed Hamilton’s own current toggle design.  

 

Introducing the designs… 
The two designs are a natural evolution of each other – both taking a cylindrical form, with 

subtly rounded corners and brushed finish to the facing edge, which makes them particularly 

kind on the eye and to the touch.  

 

The first design features an understated knurled diamond pattern finish to the upper / 

outermost part of the switch – adding a subtle yet tangible texture. 

 

Design 2 offers a unique three-groove form, providing a bold and yet effortlessly stylish option 

for both contemporary and period interiors. 

 

The new toggles are machine-turned from Satin Brass, and available in either Satin Brass, or 

an on-trend Matt Black finish (RAL 9005) high quality powder coating. As with all Hamilton 

collections, custom designs and finishes are available for those totally unique projects. 
 

Unrivalled choice 
The choice that the additional designs provide in shape, quality and finish, rivals that of any 

other decorative lighting accessory manufacturer available in the UK. So, if you’re wishing to 

support British manufacturing, you now have greater opportunity to ensure your lighting and 

electrical wiring accessories truly complement your interiors scheme. 

 
 

www.hamilton-litestat.com 

Instagram: Hamilton_Litestat 

Twitter: @Hamilton_LS  
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Twitter:  @Hamilton_LS 

Linkedin:  Hamilton Litestat  

Facebook:  HamiltonLitestatUK 

Pinterest: HamiltonLite 

 
 

About Hamilton Litestat 

Hamilton Litestat is a British electrical solutions provider that designs, develops, and manufactures innovative 

electrical accessories of the highest quality from its headquarters in Bristol. With a vast product range spanning 

decorative wiring accessories, it’s a one-stop-shop for interior designers, architects and developers for both the 

residential and hotel industries. 

 

A family-owned and run company, Hamilton operates under the direction of Ian Hamilton and has grown since its 

inception to employ 120 customer-focused staff and distribute its class-leading solutions around the world.  

 

Hamilton’s outstanding reputation is built on delivering quality, both in terms of design and manufacture. It 

supplies the latest technology and ‘smart’ solutions, all supported by exceptional customer service. As an 

industry-leading company, Hamilton is ceaseless in its quest to produce pioneering solutions that are easy to 

install, competitively priced and have a stylish, desirable finish suited to any interior project.  
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